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Abstract: It is widely accepted that spring hydrographs are an effective tool for evaluating the internal
structure of karst aquifers because they depict the response of the whole aquifer to recharge events.
The spring hydrograph is affected by various factors such as flow regime, geometry, type of recharge,
and hydraulic properties of conduit. However, the effect of conduit network geometry received
less attention and required more comprehensive research studies. The present study attempted to
highlight the impact of the two most frequent patterns of karst conduits (i.e., branchwork and network
maze) on the characteristic of the spring hydrograph. Therefore, two conduit patterns, branchwork
and network maze, were randomly generated with MATLAB codes. Then, MODFLOW-CFP was
used to quantify the effect of conduit pattern, conduit density, and diffuse or concentrated recharge
on the spring hydrograph. Results reveal that peak discharge, fast-flow recession coefficient, and the
return time to baseflow are mainly affected by conduit network pattern, conduit network density,
and recharge, respectively. In contrast, the time to reach peak flow only reacts to recharge conditions.
Large variations in conduit density produce tangible changes in the baseflow recession coefficient.

Keywords: spring hydrograph; conduit patterns; MATLAB code; MODFLOW-CFP; recession coefficient;
baseflow

Highlights:

1. The network maze conduit pattern is generated based on a newly developed code.
2. A synthetic modeling approach is applied to characterize the shape of the spring hydrograph.
3. The interaction of conduit patterns and recharge types mainly affects the spring hydrograph.
4. Peak discharge and time are controlled by conduit patterns and recharge events, respectively.
5. The recession coefficient is mainly affected by the density of conduits.

1. Introduction

Karst water resources play a crucial role on a worldwide scale since 20–25% of the
world’s population relies on water from these areas [1]. Karst aquifers are characterized by
sinkholes, conduits, springs, and drainage systems due to dissolution, internal drainage,
and collapse [2]. Karst systems are a complex and heterogeneous medium due to the
simultaneous influence of various geological, hydrogeological, and chemical factors in
their development and evolution [3,4]. Karst aquifers are complex due to their inherent
heterogeneity, which has made it hard to determine their function [5]. However, karst
aquifers have been considered a medium with double porosity (conduit and matrix) or
triple porosity (conduit, fracture, and matrix). Their main characteristic is triple porosity,
leading to different flow and storage in the matrix, channels, and fractures [6].

Moreover, the heterogeneity from developing the karst conduit network is not compa-
rable to heterogeneous porous media and fractured limestone aquifers. As a result of karst
development processes, several inception karst horizons, such as major discontinuities,
joints, fractures, and bedding planes, create a hydraulic connection from the karst surface
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features to discharging points, such as major springs. The heterogeneity of karst systems
gradually organizes and develops, becoming an integrated drainage system similar to
hierarchical river systems [7].

Due to the heterogeneity and complexity of karst aquifers, generalization of the infor-
mation obtained locally and pointwise by conventional methods, such as pumping tests
and tracing tests to the whole aquifer at a regional scale, may lead to misinterpretation of
existing conditions [8]. Understanding and predicting the hydrological behavior of karst
systems requires using various complementary and step-by-step methods [9]. Therefore,
information from surface hydrology, hydrogeology, geochemistry, and geophysics methods
must be combined at different scales to provide a more comprehensive and realistic descrip-
tion of the karst system [10]. So far, many indirect methods, such as hydrochemical analysis,
time series analysis, hydrograph analysis of springs, well hydrograph analysis, and model-
ing techniques, have been frequently used to understand the conditions governing the karst
aquifer and its characteristics. Karst aquifer’s functions can be more precisely determined
by examining the spring hydrograph recession curve than by any other approach [5]. The
spring hydrograph reflects the response of the entire aquifer system to precipitation and
recharge events and provides a reliable insight into the hydrogeology and hydraulics of the
karst aquifer [8].

The overall response of the aquifer to each precipitation event appears as individual
peaks in the hydrograph curve. Each peak has an ascending and a descending limb
(Figure 1). The spring hydrograph recession curve runs from one peak to the start of the
following ascending limb [11]. The falling segment is more stable than the rising part
of the hydrograph and can express the hydraulic and geometric properties of the karst
aquifer [12]. The descending limb of the hydrograph includes at least two parts with steep
(i.e., flood recession) and mild (i.e., baseflow recession) slopes.
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Figure 1. A graphical representation of spring hydrograph components. The first inflection point
shows the maximum infiltration state, and the second inflection point represents the end of the
infiltration event [13].

Fiorillo [12] provides a review of the several mathematical functions that have been
suggested to characterize the recession limb. The spring hydrograph is affected by a wide
variety of factors, such as flow regime [14], epikarst and unsaturated zone structure [15],
type of recharge [11,16], amount of annual precipitation [16], frequency of precipitation
events, the shape and size of catchment area [11], geometry and hydraulic properties of
conduits [5,11], transfer flow between conduit and matrix [17], lithological characteristics
of the aquifer [18], the thickness of the aquifer below the outlet [19], and the dominant
conduit network pattern [20]. However, the effect of conduit network geometry on the
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hydrograph of springs and observation wells has not been well studied and requires more
comprehensive research. This present study attempted to investigate the effect of a few
frequent karst conduit patterns and how they are connected to the spring hydrograph.

The most comprehensive classification of karst conduit patterns in carbonate rocks was
suggested by Palmer [21] based on the interaction between the dominant initial porosity
and the type/origin of the dissolution agent (Figure 2). Among the studied caves, the
branch pattern with 57% frequency and network pattern with 17% are more frequent. In the
branch type, the first-order branches (i.e., order 1) are fed by a separate recharge source. The
second-order branches are formed when the branches with order 1 connect to each other.
With increasing the order of conduits, the groundwater flow is concentrated downstream
until drained through spring. In a well-developed branchwork conduit pattern, the number
of conduits (i.e., the density of conduits) tends to decrease from the upstream to the
discharge site but their diameter increases. This pattern is equivalent to dendritic river
channels with rarely closed loops. Contrary to the branching pattern, closed loops are
abundant in the network pattern, and it has a similar appearance to the streets of a city [21].
Since the map of actual conduit patterns is rarely known except by direct cave mapping
and/or partly by indirect geophysical methods, a wide range of theoretical approaches has
been introduced to generate the possible karst conduit patterns [22–24].
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Figure 2. Common patterns of dissolution conduits in carbonate rocks. The size of the black circles
shows the relative abundance of cave types in each of the listed categories [25].

Several methods have been proposed to generate a pattern of possible karst conduits,
which in general, can be said to follow two approaches: structure-imitating and process-
imitating. Reproducing the network of conduit structure by statistical methods that are
not reliant on calculations from physical and chemical processes is the aim of structural
imitation approaches [24,26–28]. How to generate realistic connection patterns using pure
statistical tools is still an open question. On the contrary, the process-imitating approach
attempted to produce a pattern of conduits based on speleogenesis principles [29–31].
Positive feedback between dissolution and flow leads to self-organization of the conduit
network, consequently creating a realistic conduit pattern. However, the dependence of the
produced conduit network on the model boundary conditions is one of the disadvantages
of this approach [32,33]. To model the flow and particle transport in a hypothetical karst sys-
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tem, Ronayne [28] used the invasion percolation algorithm to generate a conduit network,
which is an example of a structure-imitating approach. This structural model (nonloop-
ing invasion percolation model) was suggested to produce a branch conduit pattern and
cannot run for creating other conduit patterns, such as network conduit patterns [32]. The
current research used a structure-based approach to generate branchwork and network
maze conduit patterns.

To compare the effect of different patterns of conduit networks on the spring hydro-
graph, a synthetic numerical modeling approach is considered. The lack of precise data on
the pattern of conduits in real-field karst aquifers causes ambiguity in the interpretation of
the effect of conduit pattern on the spring hydrograph. However, a synthetic numerical
modeling approach can produce a spring hydrograph under a controlled setting in a karst
aquifer that is allowed to host different conduit patterns. Numerical and laboratory karst
models can potentially test new hypotheses [34,35] and analyze karst aquifer’s spatial and
temporal functions [34]. Despite the known challenges in applying mathematical models
to karst aquifers due to the scarcity of required data, they are frequently implemented to
sustain karst water resources [35]. Two general modeling approaches have been introduced
in karst systems [36]: (1) spatially lumped models (i.e., global models) and (2) spatially dis-
tributed models. Two examples of lumped models are hydrograph–chemograph analysis
and discharge–precipitation models [36].

Moreover, the equivalent porous medium (EPM) approach, dual porosity model
(DPM), discrete fracture network approach (DFN), discrete channel network approach
(DCN), and hybrid model (HM) are examples of spatially distributed models [37]. Hybrid
models (HM) merge discrete (DFN and DCN) with equivalent porous medium models.
These models simulate conduit and fracture as one-dimensional or two-dimensional ele-
ments in a three-dimensional matrix [36]. Insufficient knowledge of the conduit network
geometry, position, distribution, and size poses significant limitations to applying numeri-
cal models in karst systems. These limitations have led to discrete–continuous numerical
studies often performed on karst systems with simple conduit geometry. Yet, natural karst
aquifers are typically quite heterogeneous and have complicated conduit networks. Due
to the heterogeneity and influence of hydrodynamic characteristics of the aquifer, conduit
networks are significant. An appropriate assessment of the state of the karst system’s
conduit network should be given to improve the accuracy of the modeling of the karst
system [33].

This research addresses three basic inquiries: (1) how the randomly generated network
maze conduit pattern compared to the branchwork pattern, (2) how the pattern and
geometry of the karst conduits (i.e., branchwork and network maze patterns) affect the
characteristics of the spring hydrograph, for example, the time to reach a peak discharge
and baseflow discharge and recession coefficients, and (3) how the recharge types (i.e.,
concentrated and diffuse) alter the conduit pattern’s impact on the spring hydrograph.

2. Methods
2.1. Generation of Conduit Networks

Two conduit patterns, branchwork and network, were generated to assess the effects
of the pattern of conduits on the spring hydrograph. A series of MATLAB codes were
utilized to create the patterns.

The curvilinear branchwork pattern was generated based on the MATLAB program
(MATLAB code S1) introduced by Ronayne [38]. In the first step, a two-dimensional grid
with normal distribution is created. Each square cell of the grid is randomly assigned a
resistance value, indicating the cell’s resistance to invasion. This resistance represents the
combined effect of different physical properties of the karst media, such as limestone purity,
stratigraphy, tectonics, etc. In the second step, one seed cell (as a spring) is defined in the
lowest row of the grid area (i.e., lower boundary). In the third step, the conduit growth
starts from the seed location and continues by attacking the neighboring cells with the least
resistance. A maximum of two neighboring cells can be attacked in each iteration. The
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newest conduit cells attacked at one growth stage are considered the source cells at the
next stage. To prevent loops in the conduit network, the new cell is only attacked if all
its neighbors except the source cell are not occupied. The conduit network continues to
expand in this manner until there are no more sites to attack; usually, this happens when
the conduit network reaches the boundary of the area (right, left, and upper boundary of
the grid domain). In the fourth step, a number is assigned to the tributaries of the conduit
network based on the ordering method proposed by Strahler [39]. Finally, all tributaries
of the conduit network are numbered from order 1 to the largest order, which is allocated
to the tributaries far from and close to the spring, respectively (Figure 3). The curvilinear
branchwork pattern may be generated with different geometry in terms of length, density,
tortuosity, and direction of tributaries by changing the anisotropy factor and assuming a
threshold for the order of conduits [28].
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Figure 3. The branchwork pattern assuming different orders for conduits generated based on the
invasion theory [38]. The blue star displays the location of the spring that initiates conduit formation.

A network conduit pattern (Figure 4b) was generated with the following steps: (1) a
two-dimensional joint set (Figure 4a) was randomly generated using the ADFNE1.5 code
(MATLAB code S2) [40], and (2) one seed cell (as a spring) is defined in the lower boundary,
and the conduit growth starts from the seed location and continues along the joints. The
neighbors that can be attacked are a maximum of three; for a new cell to be attacked, its
neighbors do not need to be unoccupied. Such conditions enable the formation of loops in
the conduit network because a cell can be attacked from different paths. Where the conduit
network’s growth reaches the joint intersection, it continues in shorter paths first, and
(3) the conduit network was ranked using the algorithm proposed by Gleyzer et al. [41].
This algorithm allows a conduit to split into several downstream conduits, which can be
reconnected at one point. The loops with the greatest distance from the starting point of
the network (seed cell) are ranked first, and the order of conduits increases if independent
tributaries join together [41].
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The generation of the rectilinear branchwork pattern is similar to the network maze
pattern (MATLAB code S3), but the creation of closed loops in the conduit network
is prevented.

2.2. Conceptual Model and Model Description

A conceptual model was created based on a synthetic karst aquifer to evaluate the
impact of the conduit pattern on the karst spring hydrograph (Figure 6). Hypothetical karst
conduits (i.e., generated branchwork and network patterns in Section 2.1) were transferred
to ModelMuse v.4.2, and their hydrogeological parameters were defined. ModelMuse is an
intuitive software package for running groundwater models, such as MODFLOW–2005,
MODFLOW–CFP, etc. [42]. MODFLOW-CFP is a hybrid model that simulates flow in
a karst aquifer with three modes. CFP-Mode1 simulates the behavior of dual porosity
in karst aquifers by coupling a linear flow model (MODFLOW-2005) with a network of
discrete tubes/pipes (conduit system) [43]. MODFLOW-CFP employs the block-centered
formulation, in which a node exists in each cell and is responsible for calculating the
hydraulic head [43]. Each conduit is defined by a pipe that connects two nodes (the
length of each pipe is equal to the distance between two nodes). Input parameters in
CFP-Mode1 include pipe height, pipe diameter, tortuosity, roughness coefficient, pipe wall
permeability (exchange coefficient between pipe and matrix), and the upper and lower
limit of Reynolds number.

The synthetic karst aquifer includes the conduit network hosted by a low permeability
matrix, as assumed in previous studies (Chang et al. [5], Reimann and Hill [35], and
Reimann et al. [44]). The matrix/fissured and conduit systems are coupled to represent the
hydraulic system [45]. The model domain extends over 3000 × 1800 m, which is divided
into cells with a length and width of 10 m. The synthetic karst aquifer was assumed to be
an unconfined aquifer with a thickness of 400 m, and an elevation of zero was assigned to
the bottom of the aquifer. The matrix is considered a homogeneous media with hydraulic
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conductivity and a specific yield of 1 × 10−4 m/s, and 1 × 10−2, respectively. The conduit
wall permeability (i.e., k-exchange) was assumed to be 3.33 × 10−5 m/s. A karst spring
with an elevation of 60 m was treated as the fixed head boundary. The initial head of the
matrix was set to 60 m. Moreover, an elevation of 50 m was assigned to the elevation of
conduits. The boundaries around the model were considered as no flow and fixed head
boundaries (Figure 5).
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The conduit networks include 774 nodes and 773 pipes, which are classified into 4 or-
ders of diameter. The conduit Node 1 was set to a fixed head boundary representing a karst
spring (Figure 5). To assign a reliable diameter to the conduits, conceptual and physical
processes in developing different conduit patterns are considered. In particular, we know
that the curvilinear branchwork pattern is generally developed along the bedding planes
with dominant point recharge. In contrast, the rectilinear branchwork pattern combines
joint and fracture structures and point recharge conditions [25]. However, the porosity
of joints and fractures under diffuse recharge is responsible for developing a network
maze conduit pattern. Therefore, since a uniform recharge through joints and fractures
causes similar karst development in the network maze conduit pattern, the diameters
of the conduits are assumed to be equal in the whole flow domain (Table 1). However,
conduits enlarge hierarchically in the branchwork pattern. The conduit’s diameter tends to
be larger, close to the discharging spring, compared to the recharge area far from the spring
location [25]. The assumed specifications (i.e., order and diameter) for the three patterns of
conduit are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 6. Schematic presentation of the synthetic karst aquifer (modified from Hubinger and
Birk [46]).

Table 1. The assumed specifications for different conduit networks.

Conduit Pattern Characteristics Diameter of Conduit (m)

Order Conduit Node Curvilinear
Branchwork

Rectilinear
Branchwork Network Maze

1 371 0.5 0.7 0.8

2 246 1 0.9 0.88

3 147 1.5 1.2 1

4 10 2 1.5 1.25

The entire model domain is supplied with constant diffuse recharge of 1 × 10−8 m/h.
Additionally, the diffuse recharge caused by a multi-hour precipitation event was applied
to all model cells (Figure 7). Moreover, in a few scenarios (Section 2.3), part of recharge is
applied directly to the conduits through sinkholes as point recharge.
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A numerical model using MODFLOW-CFP [43] was set up based on the assumed
synthetic karst model (Figure 5). A period of 120 h with a time step of 1 h was assumed for
simulating flow and producing the spring hydrograph.

2.3. Simulation Scenarios

In order to assess the effect of conduit network geometry (e.g., curvilinear and rectilin-
ear branchwork patterns versus network maze pattern), conduit density, and recharge type
(e.g., diffuse versus point recharge) on the spring hydrograph, three sets of scenarios were
considered (Table 2).

Table 2. Description of the assumed scenarios.

Scenario Constant Parameters Variable
Parameters

Assumed Conduit
Network Recharge Type The Number of

Models Run

Scenario A

Hydrogeological characteristics of the
aquifer (K, T, and S),

K-exchange, Volume of conduit network,
Boundary conditions (No flow boundary,
Fixed head boundary, Karst spring), and

Type of recharge

Conduit
pattern

A1: Curvilinear
branchwork Diffuse

Recharge
(100%)

Point
Recharge

(0%)
3A2: Rectilinear

branchwork

A3: Network maze

Scenario B

Hydrogeological characteristics of the
aquifer (K, T, and S), K-exchange,

Conduit pattern,
Boundary conditions (No flow boundary,
Fixed head boundary, Karst spring), and

Type of recharge

Conduit
density

B1: the base model,
including A1, A2,

and A3

Diffuse
Recharge

(100%)

Point
Recharge

(0%)
9

B2: 25% reduction
in the length of the

base model,
including A1, A2,

and A3

B3: 50% reduction
in the length of the

base model
including A1, A2,

and A3

B4: 75% reduction
in the length of the

base model,
including A1, A2,

and A3

Scenario C

Hydrogeological characteristics of the
aquifer (K, T, and S),

K-exchange, Volume of conduit network,
Boundary conditions (No flow boundary,
Fixed head boundary, Karst spring), and

Conduit pattern

Recharge
type and
amount

C1 (same as A1 or
A2 or A3)

Diffuse
Recharge

(100%)

Point
Recharge

(0%)

6C2 (A1 or A2 or A3)
Diffuse

Recharge
(75%)

Point
Recharge

(25%)

C3 (A1 or A2 or A3)
Point

Recharge
(50%)

Diffuse
Recharge

(50%)

The conduit pattern is the only variable assessed in scenario A (CFP input files S1).
Other variables include hydrogeological characteristics of the aquifer (K, T, and S), exchange
coefficient between matrix and conduits (K-exchange), the volume of conduit network,
boundary conditions (no flow boundary, fixed head boundary, karst spring), and the type of
recharge are the same in the three models of the scenario A (Table 2). The diffuse recharge
type is considered in scenario A, and none of the conduit nodes receives the point recharge.
Three conduit patterns (i.e., curvilinear branchwork, rectangular branchwork, and network
maze) were used in scenario A to compare their effect on the spring hydrograph (Figure 8).
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branchwork. (c) Network maze.

Scenario B evaluated the effect of conduit density on the spring hydrograph based on
stepwise reduction of the number of conduits in three models introduced in scenario A
(CFP input files S2). Therefore, for each pattern of conduits (i.e., three models in scenario
A in Figure 8), three models were generated based on the reduction of conduit length by
25%, 50%, and 75% compared to the original model in Figure 8. The assumed density of
conduits in curvilinear branchwork, rectangular branchwork, and network maze patterns
are presented in Figure 9, Figures S1 and S2, respectively. Except for the volume of the
conduits, all scenario B variables remained the same as in scenario A (Table 2). Moreover,
the type and amount of recharge in scenario B are similar to scenario A.
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scenario B can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Figures S1 and S2, respectively).
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In scenario C, the effect of recharge type (i.e., the contribution of the diffuse and point
recharge) on the spring hydrograph was investigated (CFP input files S3). Three conduit
patterns introduced in scenario A (Figure 8) were considered to compare the effect of
stepwise reduction of the diffuse recharge by 25% and 50% and allocating these values to
the point recharge. However, the rest of the variables and conditions of scenario C models
remain the same as scenario A (Table 2). The pattern of conduits and the assumed location
of point recharge (i.e., sinkholes) in scenario C is presented in Figures 10 and S3.
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Supplementary Materials (Figure S3).

3. Results and Discussion

To compare the hydrographs obtained from modeling in each scenario, the parameters
of peak discharge (QP), the lag time between the peaks of recharge and discharge (tP),
baseflow discharge

(
qb

0

)
, the return time to baseflow discharge (tb), the fast-flow recession

coefficient (α f ), the intermediate recession coefficient (αi), the baseflow recession coefficient

(αb), the fast flow volume
(

Vf

)
, the intermediate flow volume (Vi), and the baseflow

volume (Vb) from the spring hydrograph curve were extracted and evaluated (Figure 11).
The entire discharge–time relationship of the recession and the total volume of water

drained across the recession from t = 0 to t = ∞ is expressed based on Equations (1) and (2),
respectively [47,48].

Qt =


Q0e−α f t(t0 ≤ t ≤ ti)

qi
0e−αit(ti ≤ t ≤ tb)

qb
0e−αbt(tb ≤ t ≤ ∞)

(1)
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VT =


Vf =

∫ ti
0

(
Q0e−α f t − qi

0e−αit
)

dt

Vi =
∫ tb

0

(
qi

0e−αit − qb
0e−αbt

)
dt

Vb =
∫ ∞

0 qb
0e−αbtdt

(2)
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Although just two types of hydraulic conductivity and storativity (matrix and con-
duits) were considered in the synthetic karst aquifer, the recession curve can show multi-
ple segments with different recession coefficients in the semilogarithmic plot. Kira’ly and 
Morel [50] and Eisenlohr et al. [11] attributed the appearance of the intermediate expo-
nential section to transient phenomena near the conduit network with high hydraulic con-
ductivity. 

Figure 11. Schematic representation of karst spring hydrograph [49] and recession curve [47]. QP

is the peak discharge of spring, qb
0 is the base discharge, tP is the time duration to reach the peak

discharge, and tb represents the return time from the peak discharge to the baseflow. In the recession
curve, Q or q is the flow rate, V is the discharge volume, α is the recession coefficient, and t is time.
Index 0 indicative beginning points, and indices of f , i and b are the abbreviation of fast, intermediate,
and baseflow, respectively.

Although just two types of hydraulic conductivity and storativity (matrix and conduits)
were considered in the synthetic karst aquifer, the recession curve can show multiple
segments with different recession coefficients in the semilogarithmic plot. Kira’ly and
Morel [50] and Eisenlohr et al. [11] attributed the appearance of the intermediate exponential
section to transient phenomena near the conduit network with high hydraulic conductivity.

Each recession segment has also been explained as the drainage of sinkholes, the first,
and drainage of the saturated zone, the following, under different hydraulic laws [51,52].

3.1. The Effect of the Conduit Pattern

In order to assess the effect of conduit patterns in scenario A, three models that differ
only in their conduit patterns are compared. The modeling results show that QP changes
under the influence of the pattern of conduits. The increase in QP is attributed to the
relatively larger diameter of the conduits close to the spring and the higher degree of
conduit connections in the branchwork patterns compared to the network pattern. Since
the rising limb of the hydrograph curve is more affected by the recharge condition [53,54],
and in scenario A, the type and amount of recharge was assumed to be the same for all
three models, tP is similar for different patterns of conduits (Figures 12 and 13; Table S1).
However, tb and qb

0 are different in the three models, indicating the slower water transfer in
the maze pattern than in the branched patterns (Figures 12 and 13; Table S1).
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Although the recession coefficient depends on a reservoir’s permeability, storage,
and geometric properties [55], scenario A was designed to assess the effect of conduit
pattern only. Since α f represents the most rapid drainage of the karst network by the
largest conduits [47], a larger value of 0.077 is estimated for the branchwork conduit pat-
tern compared to 0.046 in the network pattern. However, αb is almost similar in three
assumed conduit patterns (Figures 12b and 13; Table S1). Assigning similar aquifer charac-
teristics (such as aquifer shape, hydraulic conductivity, storage coefficient, and boundary
conditions) for models in scenario A caused similar αb for three models. Theoretically,
the baseflow recession coefficient (αb) depends on not only the hydraulic properties of
the low hydraulic conductivity volumes but also the area and form of the whole aquifer
geometry, the hydraulic conductivity, and the density of the conduit network with high
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hydraulic conductivity [11]. Results of scenario A suggest no considerable effect of the
conduit patterns on αb.

Comparison of the percentage of volume drained by fast flow, intermediate flow,
and baseflow to the total initial volume (Vf /VT , Vi/VT , Vb/VT) revealed a larger Vf
and smaller Vb in branchwork patterns related to the network pattern. In the network
maze pattern, Vf /VT is less than the branching patterns, while Vb/VT is higher. This
means the geometry and pattern of conduits influence water transfer in the karst aquifer
(Figure 13 and Table S1).

3.2. The Effect of the Conduit Density

Scenario B includes nine models to examine the conduit density effect on the spring
hydrograph characteristics. The scenario B model results, which assume a stepwise re-
duction in conduit density, revealed that QP decreased with decreasing density of the
conduit network compared to the base model (Figures 14 and 15; Table S2). The result
suggests a direct relationship between the length of the conduit network and the amount of
spring discharge. The greater conduit density (i.e., the total length of the conduit network)
causes a higher water transfer rate and, consequently, a more significant peak discharge. In
scenario B, tP is similar in all models due to assuming similar recharge conditions in all
models (Figures 14 and 15; Table S2).

Generally, decreasing the density of the conduit network reduced the values of qb
0, tb,

and α f due to the reduction in conduit volume and the slow transfer of water from the
matrix to the conduits. There are a few exceptions that seem to be affected by the reverse
exchange of water between the conduits and matrix (Figures 14b,d,f and 15; Table S2).

In all models implemented in Scenario B, the baseflow recession coefficient has de-
creased with decreasing conduit network density. Since the other factors affecting the
value of αb (hydraulic properties of the matrix, area and form of the whole aquifer, and the
hydraulic conductivity of conduits) remain constant in all models; the simulation results
prove the effect of conduit network density and geometry on αb. Results elucidate that
the percentage of volume drained by fast flow, intermediate flow, and baseflow to the
total initial volume correlates to the proportion to the density of the conduit network. In
particular, decreasing the density of conduits causes a decreasing and increasing trend in
Vf /VT and Vb/VT , respectively (Figures 14b,d,f and 15; Table S2).

3.3. The Effect of Recharge Type

Different contributions of point and diffuse recharge in six scenario C models were
assumed to assess the effect of recharge type on the characteristics of the spring hydrograph.
The results of scenario C indicate that an increased proportion of point recharge compared
to diffuse recharge decreases tP and tb (Figures 16 and 17; Table S3). Moreover, increasing
the role of point recharge increased and decreased QP and qb

0, respectively, in three patterns
of conduits (Figure 17 and Table S3), as mentioned by Kovács and Perrochet [56].

Values of α f increase with increasing point recharge ratio but αb values do not notice-
ably change, except in one case (Figures 16b,d,f and 17; Table S3). Based on investigations
by Kovács and Perrochet [56] and Kovács et al. [55], αb is exclusively dependent on the
hydraulic characteristics of the matrix and the total extent of the aquifer; thus, a different
proportion between concentrated and diffuse recharge does not influence the value of
αb. However, in the presence of point recharge, if the diameter of conduits is not large
enough to quickly transfer the recharge water, the excess volume of water could enter the
matrix and affects the αi and αb. It is also possible that the conduit network connections
in response to a point recharge or diffuse recharge play a different role and influence the
baseflow recession that needs more research under different hydraulic conditions.

Results reveal that the percentage of volume drained by fast flow, intermediate flow,
and baseflow to the total initial volume changes depending on the type and amount of
recharge. In particular, by increasing the point recharge portion, Vf /VT increases while
Vb/VT decreases (Figure 17 and Table S3).
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Figure 14. (a,c,e) The spring hydrographs were obtained from curvilinear branchwork patterns, rec-
tilinear branchwork patterns, and network maze patterns with different conduit network density 
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Figure 14. (a,c,e) The spring hydrographs were obtained from curvilinear branchwork patterns,
rectilinear branchwork patterns, and network maze patterns with different conduit network density
(scenario B). (b,d,f) Recession curves (α f , αi, and αb are the fast flow, intermediate flow, and baseflow
recession coefficients, respectively). The blue lines at top of graphs indicate recharge.
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groundwater/surface water exchange [57]. Kaufmann [58] studied flow evolution in a 
karst aquifer by numerical simulation based on chemical dissolution over time to enlarge 
fractures and generate the conduit network. The results of this study have shown that the 
response of karst spring changes based on the development of conduit patterns (Figure 
18). The graphs in Figure 18, which are the results of a simulation of the development of 
karst conduits, show that as more time passes and the length and size of the conduits 
increase, the shape of the spring hydrograph changes significantly. Somehow, this con-
clusion confirms the results of scenario B, which investigates the effect of conduit network 
density on the shape of the spring hydrograph. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of different spring hydrograph characteristics in scenario C.

4. Field Examples to Verify the Results

Understanding the relationship between springs and conduit patterns is vital in
groundwater resource management of karst systems because it contributes to delineating
both the area of recharge that contributes to spring flow and the potential for rapid ground-
water/surface water exchange [57]. Kaufmann [58] studied flow evolution in a karst aquifer
by numerical simulation based on chemical dissolution over time to enlarge fractures and
generate the conduit network. The results of this study have shown that the response of
karst spring changes based on the development of conduit patterns (Figure 18). The graphs
in Figure 18, which are the results of a simulation of the development of karst conduits,
show that as more time passes and the length and size of the conduits increase, the shape
of the spring hydrograph changes significantly. Somehow, this conclusion confirms the
results of scenario B, which investigates the effect of conduit network density on the shape
of the spring hydrograph.
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work pattern) cave systems that originate from large single conduits at springs, towards 
the upstream of the basin, and away from the springs; they are divided into numerous 
and smaller conduits [59]. Hydrographs of Wakulla and Sally Ward Springs show that 
both springs have a similar flow pattern [60]. Since the pattern of conduits connected to 
Wakulla and Sally Ward Springs and other hydrogeological conditions are alike, the dif-
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and 1.2 miles, respectively [61,62]. 

Measured and simulated spring discharge for Oje de Agua and Oje de Guillo springs 
are plotted versus the average amount of rain that has fallen each day at the Manati rain 
gauge station over 33 months (Figure 19). The Oje de Guillo spring responds more 
strongly (more sudden and sharper) to severe short-term rainfall events (e.g., 11/93 and 
8/95) than the Oje de Agua spring. Its baseflow, which ranges from 1500 to 3000 m3/d, is 
much lower than the Oje de Agua spring (5000–10,000 m3/d). The recession limb of this 
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Figure 18. Short-term spring response in the stationary model: recharge and discharge time series
for different evolution times. Yrs is the abbreviation of years. For example, 005000 yrs shows the
evolution of channels after this time. Run21 × 21 × 21_5a shows the model domain that is discretized
into 21 × 21 × 21 nodal points. 5a indicates the fifth uplift of the basin [58].

According to the length of mapped conduits, Wakulla–Leon Sinks Cave System
(51,484 m) and Sally Ward Cave (2090 m) are 2 of the largest mapped caves in the Woodville
Karst Plain (WKP). In the WKP, the dissolution process leads to dendritic (branchwork
pattern) cave systems that originate from large single conduits at springs, towards the
upstream of the basin, and away from the springs; they are divided into numerous and
smaller conduits [59]. Hydrographs of Wakulla and Sally Ward Springs show that both
springs have a similar flow pattern [60]. Since the pattern of conduits connected to Wakulla
and Sally Ward Springs and other hydrogeological conditions are alike, the difference in
peak discharge, baseflow discharge, and other hydrograph characteristics can be attributed
to the difference in conduit network density (i.e., similar to scenario B). The length of
mapped conduits of Wakulla Cave and Sally Ward Cave is approximately 10 and 1.2 miles,
respectively [61,62].

Measured and simulated spring discharge for Oje de Agua and Oje de Guillo springs
are plotted versus the average amount of rain that has fallen each day at the Manati rain
gauge station over 33 months (Figure 19). The Oje de Guillo spring responds more strongly
(more sudden and sharper) to severe short-term rainfall events (e.g., 11/93 and 8/95) than
the Oje de Agua spring. Its baseflow, which ranges from 1500 to 3000 m3/d, is much lower
than the Oje de Agua spring (5000–10,000 m3/d). The recession limb of this spring has a
much steeper slope compared to Oje de Agua spring, denoting a relatively short residence
time in the conduit network [3,63]. Although Rodriguez-Martinez [63] classified Oje de
Agua spring and Oje de Guillo spring as diffuse-type and conduit-type springs, respectively,
Ghasemizadeh et al. [3] believe that conduits feed both springs. The discrepancies in their
responses are mostly due to the recharge differential, with the Ojo de Guillo spring having
a greater share of concentrated recharge at sinkholes and dolines. These conclusions are
based on the results of scenario C.
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Figure 19. A comparison of the daily rainfall hydrograph with the daily mean discharge hydrograph,
both simulated and observed, for the Oje de Agua spring in Vega Baja and the Oje de Guillo spring in
Manati between June 1993 and February 1996 [3].

5. Conclusions

The influence of conduit pattern, conduit density, and recharge type on the spring
hydrograph in a synthetic karst aquifer was investigated. The simulation results revealed
that QP, qb

0, α f , and tb are mainly affected by the conduit network pattern, conduit network
density, and recharge type, respectively. Larger values of QP and α f , and smaller values
of tb, belongs to scenarios with higher conduit density, branchwork conduit patterns, and
greater point recharge rates. Branchwork patterns, the lower density of the conduit network,
and the increasing proportion of point recharge are mainly responsible for the reduction
of qb

0.
Results suggest no influence of the pattern and density of the conduits on tP. However,

in most cases, tP is reduced by increasing the proportion of point recharge. A comparison
of results revealed that although αb has no significant dependency on the conduit network
pattern and proportion of point recharge, it decreases with decreasing conduit network
density. Moreover, Vf /VT and Vb/VT increased and decreased in response to branchwork
patterns (compared to network maze pattern), higher density of conduit network, and
increase in the proportion of point recharge, respectively. Finally, a few real field examples
were reviewed to confirm the results of synthetic modeling scenarios. Despite the scarcity
of suitable field data, comparing the results is promising. Although this research was a
preliminary insight into the effect of conduit patterns on the spring hydrograph, it seems
that further studies are required to clarify the role of conduit patterns in the hydrogeological
processes of karst aquifers. The authors recommend developing subsequent modeling
studies to compare the results of this research with considering the vertical zones of a
typical karst aquifer and/or conducting inverse modeling to optimize the characteristics of
conduit pattern based on the characteristics of spring hydrograph.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/w15081594/s1, Figure S1: Rectilinear branchwork patterns with
different conduit densities in scenario B. a, b, c, and d represent the base rectilinear branchwork
model, 25%, 50%, and 75% reduction in the length of conduits, respectively; Figure S2: Network
maze patterns with different conduit densities in scenario B. a, b, c, and d represent the base network
maze model, 25%, 50%, and 75% reduction in the length of conduits, respectively; Figure S3: The
conduit patterns (a, b: rectilinear branchwork; c and d: network maze) used in scenario C. Models b
and d run under two different modes of the point recharge. The purple squares represent the location
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of point recharge as sinkholes; Table S1: The characteristics of the spring hydrograph in scenario A;
Table S2: The characteristics of the spring hydrograph in scenario B; Table S3: The characteristics of
the spring hydrograph in scenario C.
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